Introduction
Understanding or having empathy for others while observing their circumstances is crucial for making fundamental social ties. Witnessing another person in a painful situation can cause "empathy for pain" in the observer. Empathy for pain involves complex processes that make it possible for the observer to experience sensory and emotional qualities of vicarious pain.
(affective-cognitive-evaluative involving areas such as the anterior parts of the insula, anterior cingulate cortex, and prefrontal cortex) neuroanatomical components. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Empathy for pain induces not only affective-motivational representations, but also sensory-discriminatory representations in the brain. [8] [9] [10] Thus, we can use empathic pain to explore the pain system without inducing actual pain.
Visual stimuli depicting pain can cause modifications in induced oscillatory potentials measured with electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG). Neural oscillations are classified into two categories: event-related synchronization and desynchronization. These enhanced or suppressed oscillations are time-locked but not phase-locked to the event, and are frequency band-specific and dependent on changes in thalamocortical activities. 11 Several studies investigating empathic pain have shown that α suppression occurs over the frontal and central regions after exposure to painful pictures, observed with EEG [12] [13] [14] and MEG. 9 γ band activity plays a specific role in first-hand pain processing. 6, [15] [16] [17] However, a previous study on empathic pain with MEG failed to reveal the enhancement or suppression of neural oscillations, including γ band activity, over the sensorimotor area. 18 To date, the implication of frequency band-specific modulation of oscillations by empathic pain is still under debate.
Pain systems are tightly linked to action systems that can be considered as part of the pain matrix. 8, 19, 20 The amplitudes of motor evoked potentials (MEPs) measured with transcranial magnetic stimulation decrease during viewing of video clips of painful situations. 8, 21 This indicates suppression of the primary motor cortex (M1) contralateral to the side of a penetrated hand. Somatosensory evoked potentials were also reported to be inhibited by movie clips showing pain. 19 Because sensorimotor systems are tightly linked, it is difficult to determine whether empathic pain inhibits M1 excitability directly or through somatosensory systems. However, these evoked potential findings suggest that empathic pain influences somatic sensorimotor reactivity of the pain matrix through the resonance system. Importantly, it is not always the case that the observation of painful stimuli suppresses MEP amplitudes; a movie showing deep penetration of a hand muscle inhibits MEPs, whereas pinpricking does not. 21 Thus, sensorimotor modulation by empathic pain may be dependent on "flesh and bone" painful stimuli. MEP suppression is also dependent on the first-person or third-person perspective. 22 Therefore, it is important to consider whether MEPs are suppressed when evaluating the modulation of neural oscillations by empathic pain.
In the present study, we evaluated the effects of empathic pain on neural oscillations using EEG and MEG, and on excitability of the corticospinal tract using MEPs, while participants viewed video clips of painful stimuli to each hand. To quantify these effects, we used a dense array of 128-ch EEG and 306-ch MEG to evaluate the whole brain area and to clarify the changes in cortical oscillatory activities of the pain matrix, including sensorimotor areas. We hypothesized that we would observe frequency-dependent modulation of neuronal oscillations, including γ band, by empathy for pain under the condition of MEP suppression.
Methods Participants
In experiment 1, 17 participants (4 males, 13 females; 20-38 years old) underwent EEG recording and 12 participants (8 males, 4 females; 21-31 years old) underwent MEG recording. In experiment 2, 8 subjects (7 males, 1 female; 20-22 years old) underwent transcranial magnetic stimulation. All subjects were right-handed by self-report and had normal or corrected-tonormal visual acuity. None had a history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. All the subjects provided written informed consent, and the study was conducted with the approval of the Human Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Medicine, Graduate School of Medical Sciences, Kyushu University.
Visual stimuli
In both the experiments, a 3 s video clip that depicted four different observational conditions was used: 1) a needle penetrating the dorsal view of a left hand (L needle); 2) a cotton swab pressing the same region of the left hand (L cotton swab); 3) a needle penetrating the dorsal view of the right hand (R needle); and 4) a cotton swab pressing the same region of the right hand (R cotton swab). The stimuli were presented in first-person perspective on a monitor 114 cm away from the subject.
In experiment 1, videos were presented in a pseudorandom order for 3 s per trial, followed by gray screens of 1-2 s and a gray fixation point at the center of the screen for 1 s. The procedure was repeated in 10 blocks of 16 trials each, for a total of 160 trials in experiment 1. In experiment 2, the same procedure was repeated in 10 blocks of 24 trials each, for a total of 240 trials (Figure 1) . eeg, Meg, and MeP recording Experiment 1 was designed to explore the relationship between neuronal oscillations and subjective inner pain. EEG data were acquired using a high-density 128-ch Geodesic 
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Frequency-dependent modulation of oscillations by empathy for pain Sensor Net 23 with NetAmps 200 system (Electrical Geodesics Inc., Eugene, OR, USA). Continuous EEG was recorded with Cz as the reference electrode. The analog data were digitized at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. Amplified analog voltages were hardware bandpass filtered at 0.1-200 Hz. Electrode impedances were kept below 50 kΩ, an acceptable range given by the high input impedance amplifiers in this system. The subjects were seated comfortably in a dark sound-attenuated chamber and were instructed to fixate on the fixation point in the center of the screen. Arousal level of each participant was carefully monitored throughout the experiment. If the subjects became drowsy, we alerted them and allowed a brief rest. After EEG recordings, all the participants were asked to evaluate how much they felt the subjective aversion in their mind using a visual analog scale (VAS), which ranged from 0 (corresponding to "no aversion") to 10 (corresponding to "maximal aversion"); the VAS evaluation was not performed after MEG or MEP recordings.
MEG recording was performed after the EEG recordings and analysis to confirm the EEG results because of its superior spatial resolution in each frequency range. MEG data were recorded in a magnetically shielded room with a 306-ch whole head system (Neuromag Vector View, Elekta, Finland). The continuous magnetic field was bandpass filtered between 0.3 and 330 Hz and digitized at 1000 Hz. The shield room was kept dark during viewing of the movie clips, as was done for EEG recordings.
Experiment 2 was designed to study the effect of empathy for pain on M1 excitability contralateral to the pricked hand. A figure-eight coil connected to a Magstim 200 stimulator (Magstim, Whitland, UK) was placed over the right or left M1, and MEPs were recorded from the first dorsal interosseous muscle contralateral to the side of the stimulated cortex. Electromyographic signals were sampled at 10 kHz. The intersection of the coil was placed tangentially to the scalp with the handle pointing backward and laterally at 45° from the midline. The coil was moved on the scalp to determine the optimal position from which maximal amplitude MEPs were elicited in the recording muscle. The intensity of magnetic pulses was set at 120% of the resting motor thresholds, defined as the minimal intensity of the stimulatory output that produces MEPs with an amplitude of at least 50 μV with a 50% probability. A magnetic pulse was randomly delivered at 0, 1000, and 2000 ms after the onset of the video clips ( Figure 1 ).
Data analysis of high-density eeg and Meg
Offline analyses of the data were performed using Net Station software (Electrical Geodesics Inc.). EEG waveforms 
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Motoyama et al were filtered using a 1-100 Hz bandpass filter and a 60 Hz notch filter before segmentation. The time window was 1000 ms before and 3000 ms after the stimulus onset. Trials were marked "bad" if the average amplitude exceeded 100 μV, if they contained more than 10 bad channels, or if they contained eye movement more than 55 μV. These automated criteria were supplemented by visual inspection.
In the remaining trials, data for bad channels were replaced by interpolations from the remaining channels using Net Station software. They were then re-referenced offline to the average of the two electrodes around the nose tip for analysis. All responses were then baseline corrected. A baseline correction was applied at 800 ms before target onset.
We performed an independent component analysis (ICA) to identify and extract ocular artifact components from the data. ICA is a blind source decomposition algorithm that enables the separation of statistically independent sources from multichannel data. ICA was performed using the Infomax ICA algorithm, 24 as implemented in the EEGLAB toolbox (sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/). 25 For each subject, we decomposed the data from all 128 channels into statistically independent components. Components classified as eye artifact related were subsequently removed from the data.
A time-frequency analysis of the EEG data was performed, and the power spectra between 10 and 60 Hz in steps of 1 Hz were evaluated by wavelet transformation using the wavelet toolbox of MATLAB ver. 7.5. In this transformation, we used a complex Morlet wavelet, with a window size of 7 at each center frequency, as in our previous study. 26 The mean power before the movie onset (−1000-0 ms) was used as a baseline, and the remainder were normalized.
The source estimation of MEG data was processed using MNE-python 27 for the time and frequency windows revealed by EEG analysis. Individual magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data were obtained to calculate the lead field matrix based on a single-shell boundary element model. 28 Each subject's reconstructed MRI head model was obtained by FreeSurfer (surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu), and the coordinate system of the MRI data was coregistered with that of the MEG data. The MEG data were segmented, and source analysis was also performed by dynamical imaging of coherent Sources beamformer technique of frequency domain 29 after obtaining the power of the α/β or γ bands. Individual brain activities were transformed into the standard brain and averaged among the subjects. The source power was normalized to the segment before the onset of the video clip, and the two conditions of needle and cotton swab were compared.
Data analysis of MePs
Peak-to-peak amplitudes were measured from each MEP waveform. Mean amplitudes were calculated for each condition, and the ratios of MEP amplitude with respect to the baseline (0 ms condition) were calculated for the 1000 and 2000 ms time points of the same video clip.
statistical analysis
In experiment 1, the time-frequency analyses of the 128-ch EEG data were evaluated by the frequency range of 10-16 Hz for the α-β range and 30-60 Hz for the γ range. Next, clusters of two or more contiguous electrodes with significant differences were obtained based on t-values using the one-sample t-test between the needle and cotton swab conditions. Finally, the differences of each cluster between the needle and cotton swab conditions were tested with the time bin of 500 ms using nonparametric cluster-level statistics based on a permutation approach (1000 permutations). 30 The detection of clusters and the cluster-based permutation test were performed using the fieldtrip toolbox. 31 A probability level less than 0.05 was considered to represent a significant difference. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between the mean power difference of the needle and cotton swab conditions in each cluster and VAS subjective rating of aversion after determining that the sample data were normally distributed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The mean power of each cluster was also tested between the needle and cotton swab conditions by one-sample t-test to confirm the difference.
In experiment 2, normalized MEP values were analyzed by repeated-measures one-way analysis of variance, with the condition as the main factor with four levels (ipsilateral needle, ipsilateral cotton swab, contralateral needle, and contralateral cotton swab). For example, "ipsilateral needle" means that MEPs were recorded from left (or right) hand muscle while viewing needle penetrating left (or right) hand. The data of 1000 and 2000 ms as well as left and right recording muscles were combined because there was not a significant difference between the two conditions. Post hoc comparisons were carried out by means of the Student-Newman-Keuls test.
Results stimulus-induced eeg and Meg oscillations -α/β band (10-30 hz) α/β band suppression was observed in the needle and cotton swab conditions (Figure 2A and B) . The α/β suppression over the right frontal regions was more evident in the needle condition than in the cotton swab condition. Contiguous electrodes of significant difference between the two conditions were selected in an automated fashion to form clusters, and statistically significant clusters were detected over the right frontocentral region (1000-1500 ms, p = 0.049; 1500-2000 ms, p = 0.010; 2500-3000 ms, p = 0.025) and the left parietooccipital region (1000-1500 ms, p = 0.012; 2500-3000 ms, p = 0.043, Figure 2C ). We also found that the mean power of regions of interest (ROIs) of the needle condition was significantly lower than that of the cotton swab condition for both clusters (right frontocentral: 1000-1500 ms, p = 0.003; 1500-2000 ms, p<0.001; 2500-3000 ms, p = 0.001, left parietooccipital: 1500-2000 ms, p = 0.002; 2500-3000 ms, p = 0.008, Figure 3A ). There was no significant linear relationship between the degree of suppression in α/β mean power and VAS score. The source activity of α and β frequencies (10-16 Hz) was estimated by beamformer method. α/β band suppression was more pronounced in the needle condition after video onset, and the differences were mainly distributed over the frontal and parietal lobes. The area of α/β band suppression in the frontal lobe was dominant over the right hemisphere ( Figure 2D ).
stimulus-induced eeg and Meg oscillations -low γ band (30-60 hz)
Low γ frequency suppression was observed in the needle and cotton swab conditions. The degree of γ band power suppression over the right frontotemporal region was decreased in the needle condition compared with the cotton swab condition during the time range of 1000-1500 ms, 30-60 Hz after stimulus onset ( Figure 4A and B). Clusters were mechanically formed with contiguous electrodes of significant differences between the needle and cotton swab conditions. Based on the cluster-level permutation test, a significant cluster was estimated over the right centroparietal region (p = 0.022, Figure 4C ). The mean power within ROIs was significantly increased compared with that of the needle condition (p = 0.006, Figure 3A) . The difference in source power for the γ band was observed over the right motor area and left parietal lobe during 1000-1500 ms ( Figure 4D ).
There was a significant positive correlation between mean power of ROIs (needle condition minus cotton swab condition) and VAS subjective rating of aversion (p = 0.007, Figure 3B ). 
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MeP amplitudes during observation of video clips
Transcranial magnetic stimulation was applied to the hot spot of the primary motor cortex, and MEPs were recorded from the contralateral hand muscles ( Figure 5A ). The amplitude in the needle condition was smaller than that in the cotton swab condition. MEP ratios based on those at the movie onset were compared between needle and cotton swab conditions. MEP amplitudes recorded from the hand muscles were significantly smaller in the needle conditions of the same side than in the cotton swab conditions of the same side, and either condition of the opposite side ( Figure 5B ). Thus, MEPs were suppressed by the movie depicting pain ipsilateral to the recording muscle (e.g. left hand MEPs viewing needle penetrating left hand), but not by the other conditions.
Discussion
We have studied the modulation of EEG and MEG oscillations induced by viewing movies depicting pain. This is the first study in which EEG and MEG modulations were evaluated under the condition that MEP suppression was confirmed. Because painful visual stimuli do not always induce M1 inhibition, 21, 22 it is important to evaluate EEG and MEG oscillations while MEP suppression is also observed. The results of this study add further evidence of sensorimotor and cognitive-affective representations of empathy for pain processing. In the following discussion, we will focus on the relationships between oscillation changes of the α/β or γ bands and cognitive-affective or somatic aspects of empathy for pain.
Role of α and β band desynchronization EEG analysis showed that enhanced suppression of α/β band power in the needle condition was lateralized toward the right frontocentral region and the left parietooccipital region, rather than the contralateral side of the penetrated hand. Source estimation of MEG using the beamformer method also suggested the areas of α/β band suppression were distributed over the frontal and parietal lobes, and the frontal area with enhanced α/β band suppression was predominant on the right side. The increased suppression of α/β band power is consistent with many previous studies, 9,13,14 though one previous study reported conflicting results. 12 We hypothesize that the increased suppression is partly induced by activation of the somatic sensorimotor area, based on the frontocentral distribution that was related to the sensorimotor system. The absence of a correlation between the degree of α/β power suppression and the VAS score is consistent with the link to sensorimotor functions rather than to cognitive and perceptual functions. MEP inhibition also supported sensorimotor modulation, which we assume is reflected in these frequency bands based on the relationship between motor functions and α/β oscillations.
11
Although somewhat inconsistent results between EEG and MEG were observed, the observation of right hemispheric predominance of frontal α/β desynchronization is worth noting. If α/β suppression reflects mere activation of the somatosensory area, the suppressed area would likely be distributed on the bilateral central regions over the somatosensory cortex. However, this was not the case. Previous studies have shown laterality of suppression when still pictures of the left hand 13 or right hand only 9 are used as the visual stimulus. Yang et al 14 reported more suppression of α frequency over the central region. Similarly, other empathic pain studies have shown α suppression with EEG 13 and MEG 9 over the frontal and central regions using painful pictures. However, another study showed lateralized modulation of oscillations in the right hemisphere. 32 Interestingly, in functional MRI studies, overall brain reactivity to negative pictures is lateralized toward the right hemisphere. 6, 33 Video clips of hands in painful situations induce a decrease in α power, where the largest decrease in 
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Motoyama et al α power occurred during viewing of a surgery scene, and was prominent over the right posterior region. 32 Therefore, right central α/β band suppression in this study suggests that empathy for pain brings about a more profound effect on the right hemisphere. Several previous studies have reported a higher sensitivity of the left hand to pain sensation, 34 which might also support the dominance of the right hemisphere in pain processing or empathic pain.
Conversely, parietooccipital desynchronization was lateralized to the left hemisphere. Mu et al 12 have reported that α band suppression by painful pictures is reduced relative to neutral stimuli over the central and parietal regions with left predominance. They assumed that the changes were derived from emotional sharing and regulation. Smith et al 35 have reported that emotional sound induces left hemispheric asymmetry of α power of parietal electrodes. Thus, affective processing may also involve the left parietal region. Because observed touch activates parietal cortices, 36 enhanced α/β suppression in the left parietal region induced by watching movies depicting pain may be linked to the right frontocentral desynchronization in which somatosensory processing would be activated, and also lead to MEP inhibition.
Role of low γ band desynchronization in the right centroparietal region γ band oscillatory synchrony is involved in a neuron's fine temporal tuning, which favors the selective transmission of synchronized information (attention) and fosters synaptic plasticity. 37 Decreased γ band desynchronization over the right frontotemporal region was observed in the time window of 1000-1500 ms after stimulus onset, and the current source was estimated to be centered on the right central area. In addition, there was a significant positive correlation between the total power of ROI and the VAS subjective rating of aversion. These results indicate that this oscillatory change in γ power was induced by the pain-related brain regions allied to the subjective experience of pain.
γ band activity plays a specific role in first-hand pain processing. [15] [16] [17] Thus, it is likely that the γ band activity observed in this study could be involved in the processing of empathic pain. Activation in the right anterior insula correlates with the subjective intensity rating of painful thermal simulation. 38 However, a previous MEG study of viewing movies depicting pain failed to reveal the enhancement or suppression of neural oscillations, including γ band activities, over the sensorimotor area. 18 In that study, they estimated only the left sensorimotor area with a 28-channel MEG system because videos of penetrated right hands were presented to subjects. However, we found that the decreased γ band suppression was estimated to be centered on the right sensorimotor area, which partly corresponded to the behavior of γ band EEG activities. Interestingly, the mean power of ROIs of γ activity positively correlated with the VAS subjective rating of aversion. Emotional affective processing occurs mainly in anterior cingulate cortex, anterior insula, or other deeper structures. Subcortical networks are also involved in the processing of empathic pain, which are difficult to estimate using EEG and MEG. In addition, the results in this study cannot exclude the contribution of other cognitive processes such as anxiety. Thus, γ band modulation may reflect empathic pain processing only indirectly. Recent studies have indicated that empathic pain influences cognitive functions, 39 which might be related to the involvement of γ band oscillations. Still, it is plausible that γ band modulation reflects cognitive and perceptual functions rather than somatosensory functions.
effect of empathic pain on the contralateral motor cortex
We found a decrease in MEP amplitudes, which indicates inhibition of the corticospinal tract. The inhibition was observed on the same side as that of the needle condition. Avenanti et al 8 provided the first evidence of an intimate relationship between the pain and action systems using MEPs. In that study, empathic pain caused a reduction in MEP amplitude that was specific to the muscle that subjects observed being penetrated. They have also shown that MEP suppression needs a "flesh and bone" stimulus, and not just pricking a hand. 21 MEP suppression is also modulated by first-person or third-person perspective. 22 Thus, our painful visual stimuli were chosen appropriately to suppress the corticospinal tract. In earlier functional MRI studies, empathic pain induced an increase in the blood oxygen leveldependent signal in the anterior insula and anterior cingulate cortex (affective division of the pain matrix), but not in the sensory-discriminative areas such as primary and secondary somatosensory cortex. 4, 5, 7 Event-related potentials to painful laser stimulation were modulated contralaterally to the stimulation during the observation of video clips showing noxious stimulation, 10 in agreement with the MEP findings in this study. Therefore, external stimulation, such as transcranial magnetic stimulation, is useful to detect changes in the sensorimotor system under empathic pain-inducing conditions. Taking the results of experiment 1 into consideration, our results suggest that α/β band desynchronization underlies the 
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Frequency-dependent modulation of oscillations by empathy for pain sensorimotor aspect of experiencing others' pain. Somatosensory and motor cortices are deeply connected; 40 thus, MEP inhibition may occur through somatosensory modulation. Because MEPs were not recorded for the same subjects as those of EEG and MEG, the link between MEP suppression and modulation of the α/β or γ bands cannot be directly evaluated. A recent study has suggested a link between β band enhancement and MEP suppression with experimental pain. 41 Thus, future studies should explore the link between EEG and MEP during empathic pain with recordings from the same subjects.
Limitations of this study
The data in this study were based on a relatively small sample size; thus, the role of sex could not be evaluated. Because sex differences in sensitivity to pain or empathy have often been reported, 14, 42 the effect of sex should be investigated in future studies.
The frequency range was determined arbitrarily because we did not have an a priori assumption of spatiotemporal dynamics to process empathy for pain while viewing the needle condition. However, the clusters of electrodes were automatically determined for each time segment to obtain unbiased results. EEG, MEG, and MEP were not recorded simultaneously, and VAS was obtained only in the EEG study. Thus, the results from both experiments cannot be directly compared. Nevertheless, the source estimation by MEG appears to be compatible with the EEG data. Repetitive viewing of a small number of movies may lead to habituation of the responses, which would result in underestimated effects. However, significant differences were measured for both the α/β and γ bands; thus, it is likely that the effect of empathic pain exists in the cortical oscillations.
Conclusion
We explored the frequency-dependent changes of empathy for pain by viewing movies depicting pain using high-density EEG and MEG with the condition that MEP inhibition was observed. Our results suggest that α/β band suppression is involved in the processing of somatic aspects of empathy for pain, which in turn results in inhibition of M1 excitability. γ oscillations most likely reflect the cognitive aspects of pain assessment. The analyses help advance our understanding of the processing of empathic pain. Further studies are needed to study the direct link between α/β band suppression and MEP suppression, and the relationship between α/β and γ band modulations, to further elucidate the neural substrates of pain observation.
